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by Geri Bain
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HOW TR AVEL ADVISORS ARE REPOSITIONING FOR SUCCESS
The COVID shutdown gave travel advisors time to think strategically about how they do business and
to accomplish tasks that kept being pushed to the bottom of their to-do lists during busier times such
as revamping websites and updating databases. Here are 12 ways that travel advisors have incorporated
lessons learned during the pandemic to reposition themselves for success in the future.
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Some suppliers showed their true colors during the pandemic
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and travel advisors have taken note. Karan Morrow, owner/

In addition to choosing your supplier partners wisely, it

CEO, Where2Next? Travel said she stepped back and carefully

has become more important than ever to keep in close

evaluated her supplier partners. “I am moving forward with

touch, said Betsy Geiser, CTA , V TA , vice president,

travel partners that are financially stable, worked with me to

Uniglobe Travel Center. “Find ways to stay front of mind

help me maintain my business, and treated clients fairly when

so they remember you and are more likely to help you if

it came to refunds or travel credits.”

run into an issue.”
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Promal Vacations pickier about which clients she accepts.
“Our time is too valuable to take on problematic clients.

“Big is not always a sign of stability,” warned Catalin

I now will say ‘I am not the right agent for you.’ Plus, like

Mosogeanu, general manager, Click2Travel Romania. “As in

so many of my colleagues, we instituted a non-refundable

nature, smaller tour operators and travel agencies that can

consultation fee. Last year’s cancelations didn’t hurt as

be nimble and adaptable may better ride out the storm and

much on the accounts where we had charged a fee.” Her

surface on top. After the 2019 bankruptcy of Thomas Cook

agency won’t price match either. “Those clients are not

and a big Greek operator this year, I am going to rely on

loyal and will leave if they can save $5.”

personal trust, friendships, and knowing that my partner is a
professional who will go the extra mile to do what is needed.”
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COVID made Theresa Chu-Bermudez, owner, Get Out!
Custom Travel, decide to be more “intentional” about

COVID-19 added new urgency to the discussion of how

ever ything she does. “I saw that you can work super hard

and when to charge fees. Busier and with more unsolicited

on something, and it all can disappear overnight. I decided

requests than ever, Dave Hershberger, A STA Chairman, and

to use my time better,” she said. Hiring an assistant has

president & CEO, Prestige Travel Leaders, implemented a

helped. “It takes intentionalit y to set boundaries and

“professional fee” to weed out tire-kickers. “Some people

create balance.” With the time she has freed up, Bermuda

ask for quotes from as many as 15 agencies. Now, after 10

had the bandwidth to start t wo new sidelines, “Travel

to 15 minutes of learning what they are looking for, we

Industr y News,” a podcast she started with another

say ‘by the way, here’s how we work.’ Clients then pay our

advisor, and “Fam with Intention,” a training program

fee and f ill out a form with our terms and conditions and

to help advisors better leverage their FA M experiences

covid policies before the discussion moves for ward. The

through social media to build business.

fee protects our time so we can focus on clients who will
book with us and places a value on what we do.”
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Heather Di Pietro, owner and co-founder, Travel Sales Group,
is one many interviewees for this article who found hiring an
assistant to be a smart move. “I was working not 24/7 but

Sheree M. Mitchell, president and founder, Immersa Global

25/8! I am busier now than I have been in 15 years and have

and A STA Chapter president, Portugal, said, “Now that

more sales through July than for the whole year of 2019. But

ever yone is so comfortable meeting over Zoom, I always

now, instead of me spending an extra 30 to 45 minutes on

request live meetings with prospects immediately after

the follow-up to each booking, I have my assistant handle it.

they contact us. This has worked ver y well at eliminating

This frees me to do another sale and stop letting work take

bad prospects!” She says she can spend from 8 to 10 hours

over all my free time. If you are busy to the point where you

designing a 10-day program proposal for a couple or a

can’t do more than you’re doing, you either spend money

small group and has noticed that the tire-kickers usually

(on an assistant) so you can do more in sales or spend time

go silent at the f irst mention of a live meeting. Mitchell

and be limited on how much you can earn.

says this has been so successful that it will remain a part
of her business model post-Covid.
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Loulu Lima, CHBA, CTA, GTA, owner, Book Here, Give Here,
decided she would do whatever it took to keep talking

Like a growing number of advisors, the pandemic and

about travel in a positive light and stay in touch with her

post-pandemic boom have made Helen Prochilo, owner,

travel contacts and her clients. Her message to the world
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was “dream now, travel later.” The day after lockdown, she
did the f irst of more than one hundred live-stream sessions
with tourist boards and other partners on Facebook. She
then hired someone to edit them and now using them to
create an evergreen video librar y on her website. “It’s
important to keep refreshing my prof ile, website, and
social media because the more you change it up, the more
SEO f inds your content.” As soon as borders opened, Lima
was off and running, posting and promoting her trips on
social media. “I kept showing that ‘yes there’s a pandemic,
but you can still travel safely if you play by the rules.’”
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Sharon Strelzer, Travel Made Special, said the lockdown
was a logical time to reach out because people were
stuck at home for a time. “It was vital to stay in touch
so clients knew they could rely on me when they were
ready to travel again.” Her outreach was not salesoriented. In addition to hiring an assistant to revamp her
email marketing database, she found personal ways to
check in such as mailing hand-written notes with recipe
cards from Caribbean resorts. A ll her travelers received
a personal plane kit that included a mask and Purell, and
she delighted a Disney-bound family by sending childsized medical kids masks with animal faces.
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The pandemic underscored the importance of having your
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legal ducks in a row. Strelzer said her clients have always
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signed off on suppliers’ terms & conditions, but with the

DiPietro said that seeing all that A STA was doing for travel

added unknowns of the pandemic, she now spends time on

agencies and advisors during the pandemic—”lobbying

the phone to ensure they are aware of all the implications.

for f inancial support for us and keeping us informed on

She also added a specif ic page where they acknowledge

changes vital to our business”—she decided to join. “Had

that they are aware of the risks of COVID and do not hold

A STA not fought for benef its for travel agencies and helped

her responsible for situations that may arise out of it. “I

us with webinars, many of our businesses would not have

was grateful that ASTA had the forethought to create and

sur vived.” She also earned her CTA and is working towards

supply a template to members,” she said. “It’s helpful for

her CTC. “I have already gotten a lead from my listing on

clients to read so they understand the current unknowns in

TravelSense.org (where consumers can search for A STA-

travel. She also continues to make sure clients comprehend

certif ied members). That commission alone paid for my

the importance and limits of travel insurance.

membership.”
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